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Bomb scare in
Times Square

Alex Mullans

Co-Editor in Chief

A Nissan Pathfinder driven onto the
corner of 45th and Broadway in New York
City caused panic and chaos as police responded to threats of a bomb within the
car. Thankfully, the car’s detonator system
– alarm clocks connected to firecrackers –
failed to ignite, and no lives were lost. The
bomber is currently the subject of a manhunt by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the New York Police
Department. Fortunately for the estimated
100,000 plus people in Times Square that
evening, the bomber mistakenly purchased
the wrong fertilizer, opting for a harmless
variety instead of the highly explosive ammonium nitrate used by Timothy McVey in
the 1996 Oklahoma City bombing. Ballistic
expert Kevin Barry of the NYPD said that
the bomb was set up to do maximum damage if it had exploded; ignited gas would
have turned the propane tanks inside the
car and the car itself into a weapon as
shrapnel exploded due to the pressure.

Y

ou can do anything at
Rose-Hulman, or so they
tell you during Operation Catapult and during the
admissions process, no matter
how “out there” that something
may seem. The Rose-Hulman
Triathlon Club, founded last
fall by Andrew and Michael
Ulrey and Clayton Shotwell,
has proven that starting a new
activity on campus is not only
possible, but can be quite a
successful endeavor. This past
Wednesday saw competitors in
the first annual Rose-Hulman
Sprint Triathlon swim, petal,
and run their way from the
Sports and Recreation Center
across the Heritage trail to the
finish line on the track. Resulting in Michael Ulrey winning

Record floods
impact Southeast

the Men’s Competition and
Rachelle Cobb winning the
Women’s Competition
“The event was a great
success with 66 participants
undertaking the challenge
varying from the beginner
Triathlete to the experienced
veterans fighting for the title
of champion,” said event organizer Andrew Ulrey. Participants were placed into
one of four categories based
on sex and job (professors vs.
students). Ulrey noted that
the triathlon “gave a great opportunity to the novice participants to assess the sport of
Triathlons in the comfort of
their own campus.”
Aside from hosting the
Sprint Triathlon, the club hosts
practices five days a week; currently, more than 15 people
train at least once a week.

Jessica Spore / Rose-Hulman

A participant in the Rose-Hulman Spring Triathlon runs past
the SRC Wednesday, May 5.

Rose-Hulman hosts
families for Mom’s Day
Tim Ekl
Co-Editor in
Chief

Y
Jessica Spore / Rose-Hulman

Participants were required to run, bike, and swim as the three
components of the Rose-Hulman Spring Triathlon.

United, Continental
restart merger talks

The world’s 4th and 9th largest airlines,
United Airlines and Continental Airlines,
have reengaged in merger talks for the
first time since 2008, when Continental
spurned United’s offer. Continental has
since gained a new CEO, Jeff Smisek, who
Wall Street Journal analysts say is more
amenable to a deal with United than his
predecessor. Smisek and Glenn Tilton,
CEO of United, have already agreed on the
stock-exchange ratio that is crucial to any
potential merger deal. Stock prices continued to rise after news of the merger broke;
the airlines’ merger is the latest in a string
of mergers.
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Students run, swim,
bike to victory

NewsBy Alex
Briefs
Mullans

At least 22 people have died in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Mississippi as severe
flooding has overflowed the banks of rivers
throughout the states, including the Cumberland, which flows through Nashville.
Current estimates find that more than 13
inches of rain have poured into the area
within the last two days; that amount is
more than double previous record holder
Hurricane Frederic’s 6.68 inches. The
storm system has also spawned tornadoes
responsible for at least another 20 deaths.
The National Weather Service reports that
although the rains have stopped and the
forecast shows a drier patch of weather,
flooding is still possible throughout much
of Middle Tennessee.

of

ou know who I saw on
campus last weekend?
Your mom.
Rose-Hulman celebrated
Mom’s Day this past Saturday, kicking off with a parents’ association meeting at
8 a.m. and continuing with a
number of events throughout
the day.
The day is a perennial
favorite among students’
mothers.
“I really think it’s well received every year,” Scott Gallmeier, co-chair of the Parents’
Association, said. “The moms
really seem to love the day.”

Along with two formoms meals, the day included several sessions and
activities geared towards
mothers’ interests.
“I heard a lot of good comments about the gardening
session we had,” Gallmeier said. “The Price is Rite
[seems] to be a fan favorite
every year, and there were
rave reviews about the play.”
Although specific numbers
weren’t available from Student Affairs, attendance was
solid at this year’s event. Dozens of students from across
campus hosted their mothers
– or in some cases both parents – for a relaxing weekend
before heading back to classes
Monday.

Mom’s Day
Schedule of Events
8:00 a.m. Parents Association Meeting
9:00 a.m. Vegetable Gardening Craze
10:00 a.m. Raising the Bar Employment Session
11:00 a.m. Mom’s Day Brunch
Tim Ekl / Rose Thorn

Students get food at the annual Intervarsity Housekeeper Appreciation Night. This event includes dinner, Guitar Hero, and
a display of thoughts from students in the residence halls.

12:30 p.m. Make a Bracelet with Mom
3:00 p.m. The Price is Right
5:00 p.m Mom’s Day Dinner
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A-Maze-ing

By Rose Brewer
Instructions:
Connect the beginning of the maze to the end of the maze (which is which
is up to you). Don’t pass go, collect $200, cross black lines, or do anything
else that would be considered less than a-maze-ing.

EVE 6

All Campus Concert
Saturday, May 8th at 8 p.m.

Apartments for rent
Now renting for 3rd quarter, summer, and next fall, efficiencies, studios, and one bedroom units at Sharp Flats East, a student community
located one light east of RHIT (0.5 miles). Our efficiencies and studios
include all utilities. We have furnished and unfurnished units, free
WiFi, great maintenance, pet friendly, and delicious Rollie’s Pizza on
our grounds.
Check us out at sharpflats.com, or contact us for a tour at sharpflats@
gmail.com or (812) 877-1146.

Roommates wanted
1-3 roommates wanted to share nice 4-bedroom house.
Quiet neighborhood 4.5 miles southwest of campus,
off Hulman St.
Available for summer or fall term.
$300-$350/month per person + share utilities.
(812)591-3812

Now renting

Free for Rose Students—IDs required
Limited number of guest tickets available
No alcohol, beverages, or bags allowed
Sponsored by SGA, RHA, SAB,
and the Rose Thorn

Editorial Staff
Co-Editor in Chief
Co-Editor in Chief
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Ed. Emeritus
Living Editor
Opinions Editor
Ed. Emeritus
Sports Editor
Humor Editor
Ed. Emeritus
Copy Editor
Ed. Emeritus
Photo Editor

Now renting 1 & 2 & 3 bedroom apts
9 month lease available | No pets please
Gibson Apts 234-4884

Now renting for fall
Studios, 1-10 bedroom units and houses on or near south 6th street.
Check us out at sharpflats.com or you may also contact us at sharpflats@gmail.com or at (812) 877-1146.

Now Leasing
3 bedroom houses, spacious, EXTRA NICE
MUST SEE!
(812) 232-6977
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Thorn Staff

Staff Writers
CM 5037, 5500 Wabash Ave.
Tim Ekl
Alex Mullans
Terre Haute, IN 47803-3999
Scott Gallmeier
Phone:(812) 877-8255
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Fax: (812) 877-8166
Ben Collins
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Carly Baehr
Christine Price
Andrew Klusman “Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community informed
by providing an accurate and
Noël Spurgeon
dependable source for news and information.”
James Zhou
Emily Asman
Clint Thompson
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays
Luke Woolley
first through ninth week each quarter.
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Business Manager Andrew Klusman
Webmaster Kurtis Zimmerman
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The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 600 words in length.
THE DEADLINE FOR CONTENT SUBMISSION IS 5 P.M. THREE DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.
All content should be submitted to thorn@rose-hulman.edu or to the Rose Thorn Office (Hulman Memorial Union room 249).
The editors reserve the right to edit submissions for clarity, grammar, length, and factual errors. The editors reserve the right to accept content changes submitted after deadline.
All letters must contain the writer’s signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact information (e-mail address and/or phone number).
The views expressed in the Rose Thorn are those of the original author and, with the exception of the Opinions Page ‘Staff View’,
do not necessarily represent the views of the Rose Thorn staff or the Rose-Hulman community.
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How to: enjoy 9th and 10th weeks
Melissa Schwenk
Living Editor
It’s hard to believe that eighth
week is already over and in another few weeks we’ll be heading
home or to internships. There’s
no time to waste for those of you
who still haven’t done all there is
to do on Rose-Hulman’s campus
and around Terre Haute. Here is
a list of som things to do before
the year is up and it’s too late.
First, go swimming in Speed
Lake, and no, getting laked
doesn’t count. There are two
ropes set up for student use
along the shore between Percopo and the White Chapel. There
is nothing like flying through
the air and landing safely in the
water. Just make sure you keep
your legs pointed at the water so
you enter gracefully and not in a
belly flop.
Next, play some campus golf.
This traditional spring-time
sport is a great way to get your
mind off the final projects that
are just piling up. Grab a group
of friends, some golf clubs, and
enough tennis balls for everyone. You might want to have a
few extra balls just in case one
gets lost in tall grass or in Scum
Pond. Pick the first target and
have at it. The person with the
lowest score on each hole gets
to pick the next target and the
person with the lowest number
of strokes at the end of the game
wins!
This Saturday is packed with

opportunities to not
do your homework.
Campus Beautification starts at 8 a.m.
and is a great way to
give back to campus.
After you have beautified campus, head
over to Mud Volleyball. Rolling around
in the mud isn’t usually socially acceptable so take advantage
of the opportunity
while you can. Didn’t
sign up for Mud Volleyball? Head over
to Skinnerfest. The
residents of Skinner
would love to have
you join them for an
afternoon of games
and food. Both events
will be tons of fun and
Melissa Schwenk / Rose Thorn
great ways to hang
out with friends.
Rose-Hulman’s students have been enjoying the arrival of spring and await with bated breath the end of the year and
If you haven’t left
beginning of summer break.
campus besides going home, start taking advantage of the restaurants of a laking before the end of
in town. Go to sixty-cent wing the year. Whether you hold the
night at BWWs or make a TBR feet or hold the camera, one day
every night. Head to IHOP at you’ll look back and laugh about
Kurtis Zimmerman
midnight or enjoy a late night how surprised your SA looked afsteps to ensure that my mind
snack at Steak ‘n Shake. Don’t ter you tossed him in the water.
Webmaster
stays as free as possible for anyget so caught up in having a perNo matter how you spend your
thing that might show up at the
fect summer body that you can’t last few weeks on campus this
By this time of year, junk can door next.
indulge in something greasy year, remember to have fun. You
start to pile up around you: old
First of all, I always have a
every now and again. Eating is may remember the all-nighter
pamphlets, textbooks and ref- to-do list sitting on my cominherently social, so don’t lock you pulled to study for ADES or
erence material surrounding puter which I update as soon
your “work area” (at least, it as I hear of an assignment. I
yourself away eating your low Thermo but you’ll enjoy it a lot
used to function that way). But initially used that little planner
carb, low fat dinner.
more if it includes a trip to IHOP
even more than your room and we receive to keep track of my
Lastly, make sure you are part as well.
home, this time of the quarter tasks, but I found myself forget—and the year—is often a time ting to bring it with me to class.
Advertisement
when the mind begins to be- Oh, the irony! With all of my
come cluttered which can lead assignments written down in
to undue distress and confusion one place, I had no fear about
over the simplest of tasks or keeping track of my academic
responsibilities.
Maintaining tasks. But life is so much more
clean living and working space than just homework and studyis great, but how much can you ing. No, really. It is. If you are
accomplish with an overworked part of any club, fraternity or
and overbooked brain?
sorority, have a job, or just love
Truck Pull to go towards the
It’s no secret that we work to volunteer, you surely have at
Special Olympics.
Volleybash Saturday, May
hard here at Rose, that we take least a few other miscellaneous
Alpha Tau Omega hosted 15th starting at noon. If you
on a lot of responsibility—from tasks to work through on top of
their Mom’s that were in would like to register please
homework, studying for quiz- your school work. The to-do list
town on Saturday, May 1st email
olsoncp@rose-hulzes and exams, lab reports, and can become plentiful.
for a cookout and tour of the man.edu.
the occasional jobs or volunteer
Relieve your mind of rememhouse and will be assisting Lambda Chi Alpha raised
opportunities—and without a bering everything by saving
handle on keeping track of up- reminder emails for appointa local elementary school over $1200 dollars for Big
coming tasks, keeping track of ments and events, and whenevwith their Spring Carnival Brothers Big Sisters of Vigo
appointments and assignments er possible, tie up loose ends as
County and ran 137 miles
on Thursday, May 6th.
can become frustrating and soon as you can. The earlier you
Triangle had freshman for their annual “Run for
overwhelming.
can knock out a small task, the
Adam Carlson get 2nd Place Kid’s Sake” event.
Sure, everyone would like to less likely it is to be forgotten
in Indiana State University Red Cross “Save the Day”
just take on their responsibili- or to keep you from remember“Artomobilia” on Friday, Over $3000 dollars were
ties and knock them out before ing something more pertinent.
April 30th.
raised by Rose-Hulman’s
another one comes along, but If simply writing down your
Fiji raised over $1500 dur- Greek community during
sometimes this option fails to appointments is not enough
present itself. Especially on to ensure you actually follow
ing their neighborhood this multiple week event.
the weekends or during one through, I suggest looking at
cleanup last weekend.
Thanks to everyone for
of those stressful exam weeks, some great calendar and reSigma Nu will be hosting
their help!
everything can start to pile up minder software; the email clibefore you have a chance to pull ent provided on our laptops has
out your planner.
a great program for just this,
I have found myself in this in fact. It will alert you of upposition many times, one be- coming events on your schedule
and then work in Indiana. brotherhood that will last
ing just this past weekend in (assuming you manually add
fact. With two reports, a couple them, of course) and will help
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t s a lifetime.
homework assignments, read- your mind stay free while staywhile at Rose: Second
ing to get through, program- ing in line.
Team All-Conference Ofming work, and other miscelThe last few weeks of every
fensive Lineman, Greek
laneous tasks to tackle, I found quarter are a stressful time.
of the Year, Dean’s List,
myself with too few fingers to From group projects to the endkeep track of the tasks I needed of-the-term rush to fit in more
FIJI
President,
and
to work through. I’ve known for material and exams, it can all
House Corporation Repquite a few years that my mem- overwhelm any one of us. But
resentative
ory works in mysterious ways— if you take the precautions and
When asked “What
I can remember someone’s full get in the habit of keeping your
name after just seeing them head clear while “rememberwas the biggest benonce or twice but recalling why ing” the long list of things to
efit you received from
I went downstairs is sometimes do, pushing through the end of
going
Greek
here
strenuous – so the last couple spring quarter will be a breeze,
at
Rose-Hulman?”:
years of high school and this rather than a raging, thundery
Establishing bonds in
year at Rose I’ve taken some hailstorm.

Decluttering your mind

Eyes on
IFC

Here’s what your Greek
community will be up to:
Greek Games has been postponed to Sunday, May 9th
starting at 2:00p.m. due
to bad weather and field
conditions last weekend.
The event will consist of all
seven fraternities and three
sororities competing in the
Blood Drive, Chariot Race,
Greek Field Events, Tug of
War, Relay Race, Pyramid,
and the Eating Contest.
Everyone is encouraged to
come out for the good time.
Pi Kappa Alpha raised over
$2100 during their Fire

Meet your Greeks

Name:
Matthew
B.
Baber
Fraternity: Phi Gamma
Delta
Year: Junior
Major: Mechanical engineering major
Hometown: Galveston,
Indiana
Future: Working at a
summer internship with
Eli Lilly & Co., then going on to graduate school
at Rose-Hulman for Engineering Management,

Entertainment
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“Clash of the Titans” doesn’t live up to name
Colin DeClue
Entertainment
Editor
When I hear the name “Clash of
the Titans,” I expect an epic movie.
I went into this prepared for the
long haul, expecting a close to
three hour experience. I made sure
to use the restroom before hand;
I brought some candy and soda
in case sustenance became an issue. What I failed to notice before
hand, however, was that the movie
was a mere 106 minutes, short
of even the two hour mark. Even
though it was short, it did manage
to feel much longer, by being terribly paced and boring.
You may, from the title, expect
some Titans, perhaps clashing in
some way. There are no Titans,
however. Instead, the movie follows Sam Worthington (“Avatar”)
as Perseus as he strives to avenge
the death of his family at the hands
of the classic Greek gods. Liam
Neeson (“Taken”) shines, literally,
as Zeus, Perseus’ father. Perseus is
raised by a fisherman, after being
found adrift in the ocean, and has
no idea of his godly origins. By the
time Perseus grows up, the humans

have become fed up with being controlled by the gods, and take it into
their own hands to destroy temples
and knock down statues,as a way to
declare war. Ralph Fiennes (“Harry Potter”), as Hades, sees this as
his opportunity to get back at his
brother, Zeus, in classic Greek mythology fashion. Hades convinces
Zeus to let him storm down to Argos and threaten to unleash the
Kraken, unless they sacrifice their
princess, Andromeda, played by Alexa Davalos (“The Mist”). The movie would be boring if there was no
Kraken, so Perseus ends up going
on a quest to find out how to defeat
the Kraken.
At this point, some other characters join him in his quest. There
are some soldiers from Argos who
blend together and some brothers
who specialize in slaying mythilogical beasts, who disappear
at some point before reappearing. If there was an explanation,
I missed it. There’s also a Djinn,
a sand-people-like creature, involved somehow.
The action scenes are filmed
with the idea that if you edit with
quick cuts, it will convey the feeling of action to the audience. This

sort of thing works well when you
have a good cinematographer,
such as with the “Bourne” movies,
but it doesn’t work here. I couldn’t
understand what was happening
when people were fighting, especially during the first fight scene,
which was against giant scorpion
monsters. This was somewhat better with the fight against Medusa,
but the battle against the Kraken
(spoiler: they fight the Kraken) returns to the distracting quick cuts.
As I mentioned earlier, the
movie was terribly paced. Up until
the first fight scene, it moved very
slowly, yet suddenly, afterwards,
it moved with urgency. The movie
rushed from the Oracles to Medusa, and the order of the intervening
events was confused in my mind. It
slowed down again after Medusa
for a somewhat crammed-in love
story, but sped back up for the fight
against the Kraken.
All in all, the movie consisted of
man vs. special effects. If that’s your
thing, you may like it, but there are
better examples of this genre out
there. Save your money. Rent, or
maybe watch it if it’s on TV some
night, but don’t go out of your way
to watch it.

http://www.filmofilia.com

Reviewer rating:
1.5 elephants

Fratmusic.com provides good playlists
Hobey Tam
Staff Writer
For those of us that are too
cheap to actually buy music and
too impatient to put up with advertisements on the radio, we have already found the joys and pleasures
of Grooveshark.com. For those
of you that are still on Pandora,
please upgrade to a real site for
your and your bandwidth’s sakes.
Though Grooveshark quenches
our desire to make our own perfect
playlists, it does lack one aspect –
exploring what are other people
listening to. What do others’ playlists have? More importantly, what
about new club mixes and custom
mixes from legit DJs across the
US that Grooveshark can’t get its

out Fratmusic for those
Friday/Saturday night
activities and simply for
your downtime when
your conventional playlist has lost its appeal.
With a Facebook account, you can save and
bookmark your favorite
playlists and have them
at your disposal anyhttp://www.fratmusic.com
time.
With Grooveshark
hands on? If you are pondering
and
Fratmusic,
you can have
these questions, I introduce you to
your classic custom playlists taiFratmusic.com.
Fratmusic is where the top party lored to your likes and you can
universities post their playlists for have ample music for both partyyour convenience to stream. Hot- ing and chilling.
test new club/party mixes, country
mixes, and even enriching study
mixes. If you are a fan of Grooveshark, I encourage you to check

Reviewer rating: 4 elephants

Music:
Minus the Bear
Omni
Deftones
Diamond Eyes
Broken Social Scene
Forgiveness Rock
Record
The Hold Steady
Heaven is Whenever

Xander Huff

Goldfrapp: “Headfirst”

Monkey Writer
After their 2008 departure
from the dance tunes, “Head
First” brings Goldfrapp and
Gregory back head first into the
wonderful dancy synthpop we
all loved on Supernature. With
every Goldfrapp album, though,
her fans can expect something
wholly different than any album
previous; in this case we have
the ‘80s. Unlike the La Roux
‘80s sound popular last year, we
have the anthemic melodies that

could
have
with the group at
been straight
their best. The tradeout of ABBA’s
off, however, is that
song
book.
the tracks are almost
While
more
too mainstream. The
than just a retbroody
sub-tones,
ro copying of a
which made them
sound decades
so cool back at the
past, listeners
beginning of the dewill still feel
http://trendypencil.com cade, are completely
major déjà vu.
gone here. This may
Potentially in an effort to stay not be a problem for newer lisauthentic, even the construction teners, but long-time fans will
of the album is representative of find this missing. Ironically,
the era, with the singles on the though, the most characterizing
A side and the ballads on the B aspect of the group over time is
side. The A side their continual change, not only
singles
addi- in sound, but style and image
tionally are the with every consecutive release.
hookiest Gold- This is simply Goldfrapp’s purefrapp has been ly pop album and signs point to
to date. “Rock- another style with the next alet,” “Believer,” bum in a couple of years.
and “Alive” exReviewer rating: 3.5 elephants
plode the glitter
and stars that
has always been

The New
Pornographers
Together
B.o.B.
The Adventures Of
Bobby Ray
Melissa Etheridge
Fearless Love
Josh Ritter
So Runs The World
Away
Court Yard Hounds
Court Yard Hounds
The Fall
Your Future Our
Clutter
New Young Pony Club
The Optimist

Movies:
A Nightmare on Elm
Stree
Iron Man 2
Babies
Mother and Child
Furry Vengeance
Badmaash Company
Death at a Funeral
Games:
Splinter Cell:
Conviction
(360, PC)
Super Street Fighter IV
(PS3, 360, Arcade)
Iron Man 2
(PS3, PSP, Wii, DS)
Fat Princess: Fistful of
Cake
(PSP)
2010 FIFA World Cup
South Africa
(Wii, PS3, 360)
Tecmo Bowl
Throwback
(Xbox Live Arcade)
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Rose-Hulman tennis players earn top honors for achievements
Rose-Hulman News
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology placed three players
on the all-Heartland Collegiate
Athletic Conference (HCAC)
squad and six total players were
honored by the league office on
Tuesday.
Seniors Scott Grubbs and
Michael Schoumacher joined
freshman Ben Paras by earning
all-conference honors for their
efforts this season.
Juniors David Becerra and
Alex Gumz captured honorable
mention all-league accolades.
Junior Brent Frizzell rounded
out the honorees by earning a

spot on the league’s all-sportsmanship team.
Rose-Hulman completed the
season second in the HCAC
with a 5-2 league mark and also
placed second in last weekend’s
league tournament.
Grubbs finishes his career
ranked sixth in school history
with 42 career victories in singles play and second in doubles
wins with 49. His combined
total of 91 victories also ranks
third in school history.
This season, Grubbs finished
12-11 in singles play as the No.
2 player and also tallied a 12-7
mark at No. 1 doubles.
Schomacher completes his

career as Rose-Hulman’s alltime leader in total wins (117)
and doubles wins (55). He also
stands second at Rose-Hulman
with 52 singles victories, including a perfect 16-0 mark against
NCAA Division III competition
this spring.
In his season play, Schoumacher finished 17-4 in singles
play and 13-6 in doubles matches.
Paras opened his career as
Rose-Hulman’s No. 1 singles
player and also played on the
No. 2 doubles team. His season
totals included seven victories
in singles play and a 10-11 mark
in doubles competition.

Engineer Scoreboard
Men’s Golf

May 1-2
Rose-Hulman		
at HCAC 3-4

7th place of 8

April 24-25
Rose-Hulman
at HCAC 1-2

7th place of 8

Track and Field

April 30
Rose-Hulman		
at HCAC Meet

Men — 1st
Women — 5th

Men’s Tennis
11-9 (5-2 HCAC)

May 2 - HCAC Final
Rose-Hulman		
at Greenville			

2
5

May 2 - HCAC Semis
Rose-Hulman		
at Hanover			

5
2

Softball
16-14 (9-7 HCAC)
May 1
Rose-Hulman
vs. Transylvania

Game 1 — 8-11
Game 2 — 6-1

Becerra has recorded 42 total
victories, including 21 in both
singles and doubles play, in his
Rose-Hulman career. He played
primarily the No. 4 singles spot
with an 8-8 mark this year and
was 9-9 in doubles play.
Gumz stands 27-28 in singles
play and has added 19 doubles
wins in three years as a Fightin’
Engineer. He played the No. 5
singles spot and compiled an
11-9 mark this year, along with
an 8-7 record in doubles play.
Frizzell finished 9-7 in doubles play to improve his career
mark to 22-15. He also won a
pair of singles matches in limited appearances.
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Rose-Hulman News

Michael Schoumacher, senior
mechanical engineering major,
earned first-team all-HCAC.

Sports Briefs
By Kurtis Zimmerman

Two sweeps dominate
baseball headlines
The Yankees and the Twins made headlines this past week for sweeping their respective series against the Orioles and the Tigers. Minnesota
picked up the first sweep of the season by dominating Detroit, finishing
out the series with a 5–4 victory at Target Field on Wednesday. The Twins
were able to accomplish another fantastic feat, scoring a pair of runs in the
first inning, making this the sixth consecutive game in which they’ve been
able to do so. They are the first team to take that honor since the Yankees
in 1971 who went seven consecutive games with at least two runs in the first
inning. The Yankees are doing pretty well this year too, managing to sweep
Baltimore with a 7–5 victory on Wednesday. Orioles pitching coach Rick
Kranitz was ejected in the second inning, and the team was never able to
fully recover from the Yankees’ lead.

Semifinal contenders
hit the ice
Halfway through the conference semifinals, the Stanley Cup Playoffs
are becoming heated as just eight teams remain to fight for the coveted
top spot. The Pittsburgh Penguins lead the series 2–1 against the Montreal Canadiens, who overcame the top-seeded Washington Capitals in the
quarterfinals. The Boston Bruins are undefeated in their series against the
Philadelphia Flyers, as the Massachusetts-based team leads 3–0. The San
Jose Sharks are close to clenching a spot in the conference finals with a 3–0
lead over the Detroit Red Wings whose championship experience may be
enough to lead them to the necessary four consecutive victories to move
on. Chicago now leads Vancouver in a heated 2–1 series thus far. The
semifinals continue this weekend and the quarterfinals will pick up early
next week on the road to the Stanley Cup.

NBA semifinals hit
the hardwood
San Antonio, Utah, and Atlanta will look for their first wins at the end of
this week as the NBA conference semifinals continue play. Phoenix, Los
Angeles, and Orlando currently hold the lead in their respective series, and
Cleveland and Boston are working off a 1–1 start. Orlando is perfect in its
fight this year, having won five consecutive games, but the real newsmakers are the Phoenix Suns who are challenging the headline-dominating Arizona immigration law on the court. Donning the “Los Suns” jersey during
their timely game on Wednesday (“Cinco de Mayo”), Phoenix owner Robert Sarver is using the court to voice his opinion on tough national immigration law. The semifinals matchups will wrap up by the end of next week
when the quarterfinals will pick up, right on pace with the NHL playoffs.
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Staff view: Offshore
drilling: use caution

This week, British Petroleum’s
(BP’s) carefully manicured image
of environmental responsibility
was destroyed. A rig the company
owned in the Gulf of Mexico—the
Deepwater Horizon—exploded,
causing a massive oil leak that is
currently expelling somewhere
between five to twenty-five thousand barrels of crude oil a day into
the Gulf. The fight over offshore
drilling, which had already been
brewing after President Obama’s
recent energy policy announcement allowing offshore drilling,
has now become a full-on—and
sorely one-sided—fight, where
everyone from Obama to Palin
has something bad to say about
BP. Clearly, offshore drilling isn’t
a consideration to be taken lightly; the Deepwater Horizon spill
has the potential to overtake the
Exxon Valdez as the worst environmental disaster in U.S. history. However, just saying ‘no’ to
offshore drilling isn’t a realistic
choice, given America’s continuing dependence on foreign oil.
Oil and natural gas industry

tests have found that massive
reserves of oil lie underneath
the Gulf of Mexico, not to mention other parts of the country’s
coastline. When gas is $4 or more
a gallon because U.S.—Middle
East relationships are strained—
or because it’s summertime and
everyone’s driving—all that oil
can begin to look mightily attractive. But, the Deepwater Horizon
spill shows that offshore drilling
has inherent risks (those drilling
holes are a lot harder to plug several miles under water than their
on-land counterparts). So, critics may indeed have a valid point
when they fight offshore drilling.
The BP spill shouldn’t put an
end to offshore drilling; at least,
not until the United States drives
vehicles that don’t depend on
oil. But, the spill has opened up
the eyes of many to the potential
dangers of offshore drilling. New
safety considerations are absolutely in order; the U.S. Minerals
and Management Service found
that human error was a factor
in many of the 1,400+ offshore

Concurring: 6
Dissenting: 2
Abstentions: 6
drilling accidents between 2001
and 2007. The BP rig was state
of the art; it’s not the technology
that needs to be fixed as much as
the procedures and safety regulations surrounding drilling.
At this point, the President’s
energy bill—which incorporated
offshore drilling as one of a host
of things designed to draw Republican votes to the measure
—looks to be in for either some
heavy alterations or headed for
the scrap heap. But, it’s important not to use this incident as
a justification for stopping offshore oil drilling; a more beneficial approach for all parties
involved would be to learn from
the disaster and respond with
new technology and regulations,
as they did when the Exxon Valdez spill occurred 21 years ago.

http://www.legalplanet.wordpress.com/
An offshore oil rig owned by British Petroleum exploded, resulting in thousands of barrels of crude oil spilling into the Gulf of Mexico.
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SERiouSLy. 		
Mark Minster
There’s an old Tiger Woods
commercial—I couldn’t find it on
youtube—in which he brags that
swinging a golf club is easy. You
aim and swing. Simple. Then,
however, tips start popping up
all over the screen, which fills
like Einstein’s chalkboard or
Madden’s telestrator, with hip
angles and things-to-remember;
with equations, arrows, and text.
The ad ends with Tiger swinging
through all the advice and dropping his drive next to the cup.
Simple.
That ad used to make me think
of writing, which is also easyexcept-it’s-not. “Just write,” I
tell myself
some days,
trying to be
helpful. That
advice is followed
by
hours of precision and
agony, with
cross-outs
and coursecorrections
popping up
all over. Piece of cake.
Like anything associated with
Woods nowadays, that old commercial makes me wonder what I
myself am like as a person, and it
also raises the specter of ethics. Is
it okay to talk about Tiger? And
am I also simple, but complicated, but simple?
I think so. I like books, and
baseball, and beer. I like food
and languages and religions
from every part of the world. I
have loved women, beyond all
reckoning, since I was five. I love
a good joke, the cool morning air
at a campsite, the foot-ache after
a day-hike. I like to smell ocean
air, garden dirt, onions in olive
oil. I’m happy with a glass of water and a book of short stories,
or with a Belgian ale and a ballgame on the radio. I’m a simple
man.
Except, of course, that things
get complicated. I yearn for
church at times, which may sound
strange, but when I’m in church, I
often yearn to be elsewhere. I long
for transcendence, but I reject utterly the easy transcendence that
churches often locate above, be-

yond, or after this existence. “The
search for transcendence,” I read
somewhere, “is really a longing
for more reality.” I like that. Is
it complicated or simple? I don’t
know. But instead of wanting my
beliefs to guide me toward some
life beyond, I want my actions
and all my faith to deepen love
for this life, and for all our fellow
travelers.
And as for the specter of ethics I mentioned above: Is ethics
plain and straightforward—what
our parents taught us, what we
learned in kindergarten? Or is it a
fast and blurry TV screen of caveats and if-and-only-ifs and pulling
levers
at railroad
switches?
M u s e
with me for
a moment.
Say you’re
a member
of a tightknit group:
a company,
say;
some
brotherhood
of sorts. Now say one of your
number is different from you.
Two questions.
(1) How do you go about closing your ranks? Where do you
draw the circle, in other words,
that maps in the “we” and maps
out the “they”? Is that different
person inside or out?
(2) If your brotherhood has
to be maintained by attenuating your circle, is it a brotherhood worth having? “Who are
my mother and brothers?” I read
somewhere.
Call this a white-board problem for the heart and mind. Present your answers in paragraph
form. Alternatively, feel free to
act them out. You may work together in groups on this one. Be
sure to cite sources: religious
texts, parents, philosophers of
ethics. You will be evaluated on
content and on the creativity and
authenticity of your answers. The
best responses will be simple,
but complicated, but simple, and
they will strive for fairness and
grace in this world we all, all of
us, share.
Good luck. It’s a piece of cake.

“ ”

I yearn for church
at times...but when
I’m in church, I often yearn to be elsewhere.

Disagreement gives us the potential for growth

Brandon Shavers
Guest Writer

Last week, there was an article in the
Thorn by Christine Price titled “When
abortion might be the better way.” Obviously, this came as a response to my own
article which was published the week before regarding my pro-life political stance.
As I was reading through Price’s article,
I felt a surprising and yet uplifting mix
of, yes, frustration, but also inspiration.
Taking a figurative step back to examine
what was happening
before my eyes, I realized something: disagreement, no matter
how irritating it may
be, is an outstanding testament to our
intellectual diversity.
It really got me thinking: the issue of the
articles, the concept
behind them, the articles
themselves,
her points and mine.
I thought to myself how amazing it was.
Our difference of opinion will certainly
allow us both to grow and see things in a
different light.
The ability of the human mind to think,
express, and exchange ideas with others

cannot be priced. Combine that with both
the sharp and the fluid contrasts in opinions, beliefs and systems of faith throughout this world, the potential for both societal and personal development is radiant,
an unyielding outcome of the vastness of
diversity!
We have come to revel in nature and its
breathtaking splendor. Yet it wouldn’t be
possible without the near infinite possibilities presented in biological variation.
One species begets another thanks to processes like allele swapping, gene flow, genetic drift and more.
And it doesn’t stop.
Diversity places us in
the midst of a spectrum of sizes, shapes,
colors,
functions,
habits, attitudes, cultures, ideas, opinions,
talents, beliefs and
aspirations.
One of my dearest
friends is a member
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints (many commonly refer to this
affiliation as “Mormon”). She has many
quite rigid theological beliefs, which don’t
always make much sense to me, as I am
more spiritually Christian than religious.
When we get to talking about the idea of

“ ”
Disagreement, no
matter how irritating it may be, is an
outstanding testament to our intellectual diversity.

God (who, what, where, how, he, she, it,
they…), our views differ greatly, which
causes the conversation to escalate rapidly. One might say it becomes an argument; others, a discussion. I call it an
experience. When two people are able to
talk about something they don’t agree on,
so often are new ideas generated, as are
new means of thinking over the issue in
ways one has never
pondered before. I
feel that when I converse with my friend
about such controversial topics, we
both get closer to God
and closer to truth.
Perhaps we’ll never
agree, but we are certainly learning and growing by providing
each other an opportunity to reevaluate
what we each believe and to see it a different way.
I’m so glad that Price responded to
my article. It was undeniably a privilege
to read her well-thought-out position.
Though I don’t particularly agree with
some of the things she said or with the life
outlooks behind some of her contentions, I
consider the exchange between her and me
to be a positive step in my own intellectual
progress, and I hope you as a reader can

gain from it as well.
Diversity is good…no, not just good, it
is necessary. The variety of talents throughout humanity has given us so many wonderful things: art that one can paint, while others could not; words that one can say, while
others are silent; music that one can play,
while others only listen; theories that one
can construct, while
others stand in awe.
There is no limit to our
potential when we embrace the differences
between people and
allow the thoughts and
achievements of others enhance our lives
as we each share our
own with the world in
return.
Every person is their own individual.
We each have the capacity to develop
ideas, opinions and skills and share them
with others. You are awesome! You are an
asset to humanity; realize this. Diversity
makes us strong. Just as every lineage of
plant and animal celebrates the diversity in life through a rich array of beauty, through adaptations that provide the
means to flourish regardless of obstacles,
we will experience a future of endless possibilities when we celebrate the diversity
amongst ourselves.

“ ”
One might say it
becomes an argument; others, a discussion. I call it an
experience.
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Letters

Luke Woolley
Photo Editor

Eve 6: small groups can make
big mistakes

I’m sure everyone knows that Eve 6 is coming to play at Rose-Hulman. Flyers have been up for quite a while. I’m not sure exactly how
many people know that this concert is costing the school around $26
grand, including a grand and a half for a booking agent. I’m also not
sure how many people know that the booking agent probably didn’t
do such a great job, as Eve 6’s current concert price mysteriously
says $15k+, or that while spending money on this, they simultaneously cut the radio station’s concert budget, which was only around
four grand to begin with. You can say what you want about the concerts put on by the radio station. They are a bit small, and the bands
are a bit obscure sometimes, but it’s a function of the budget, and
they do a heck of a job with it. Maps and Atlases played here, a band
that’s been on multiple national tours, played at prominent festivals,
and quite recently headlined at Boston College’s annual radio station
concert, a organization infinitely better funded than ours. I can tell
you about bands I like that would have been cheaper, but that won’t
convince you. Look for yourself at the bands on the Pretty Polly Productions website we could have gotten to play instead of Eve 6.
—Matt Carberry
Class of 2012
Electrical Engineering major

* * *

Response to event coverage
The Rose Thorn recently published a front page article reporting the Day of Silence. It was titled “Rose students show openness
for alternative lifestyles.” Although the plurality of the statement is
comforting, the notion of alternative lifestyles is revolting. “Alternative” not only marginalizes but also implies a sense that there’s a
way things should be, in spite of the fact that no two lives are led the
same way. The event focused on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered students. By saying “alternative,” the Rose Thorn assigned
a whole different life based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Moreover, it would be ignorant to assume that one adheres to
any particular “lifestyle,” because there are many intricate parts to
a lifestyle. One can choose whether or not to eat healthily, exercise,
or what job he or she has. But to imply that a lifestyle is alternative
and based on sexual orientation is preposterous and insults the authentic lives of others.
—William Mruzek
Class of 2013
Computer Science major

Got opinions? Send to

thorn-opinions@rose-hulman.edu

The article entitled “When
Abortion Might Be the Better
Way” by Christine Price caught
my eye in last week’s Thorn. I was
hoping for a balanced perspective
of abortion that primarily dealt
with the health of would-be mothers. What I found was a ridiculous
compilation of logical fallacies,
unreliable data, and absurd conclusions. I hope what follows will
be eye-opening for those who espouse Price’s views and helpfully
investigative for those who do not.
What struck me the most was
Price saying she believes in the
“right to love” and implying that
it supersedes the “right to life,”
saying that “children should have
the right to be born into welcoming home.” So, if the home isn’t
prepared and excited, the unborn
child should be killed? I don’t
think that falls into the category of
love. Later, Price claims she sees
“pregnancy as a beautiful, terrifying thing, something that is to be
celebrated and welcomed…” yet
she compares an unborn child to a
parasite: something that lives inside an animal and benefits at the
expense of the host.
Not a single professional source
is referenced in Price’s article. The
closest we get is, “I have talked
to at least one woman….” As far
as calling George Tiller “heroic,”
I cannot find anything online or
in personal testimonies that validates this statement. In fact, I read
in many places such as the World
Net Daily about a court case in
March 2009 in which Tiller was
tried for an “illegal financial relationship with a physician who
authorized late-term abortions
that Tiller performed.” In order to
authorize late-term abortions (defined by the Journal of American
Medical Association as abortions
occurring after half-way through
the second trimester), a second,
unbiased physician’s medical recommendation is required. Tiller’s
constant second opinion was Ann
Neuhaus, a woman who had been
labeled a “danger to the public”
by the Board of Healing Arts. She
signed off on Tiller’s grotesque

procedures and allegedly accepted
illegal payment. And don’t think
the babies he aborted didn’t feel
anything; Dr. Kanwaljeet Anand,
leading specialist and researcher
into unborn children at the University of Arkansas Medical Center, conducted a study in 2006
that showed babies are “extremely
sensitive to pain during the gestation of 20 to 30 weeks.” This is
exactly the time period that Tiller
performed his abortions. In short,
Tiller was definitely not a hero,
but a powerful criminal who provided unlawful services, caused
incredible pain, and kept numerous incidences of statutory rape
from being reported.
I did some more research by
looking into the Kansas Department of Health and Environment
(Tiller’s abortion clinic was located in Wichita, KS). According
to published reports, not a single
late-term abortion in the past seven years was performed in order to
save the mother’s life. In fact, 62%
of post-22-week abortions since
2004 were considered to be viable
babies by the attending physician.
The rest were aborted because of
possible mental or physical defects in the child; however, it is often impossible to know for sure if
a child will be born handicapped,
and anyway I don’t think death is
preferable.
Some proponents of abortion,
such as Planned Parenthood,
claim that if a child is accidentally conceived outside of a loving,
stable home, it would be better off
if it were never born. Why, when
premarital sex is concerned, is
stopping a beating human heart
okay? How come, of all the parties involved in a premarital conception, is the only innocent one
killed? Or why, because its father
is a criminal (as in cases of rape or
incest), is the baby the one faced
with capital punishment? The sins
of the father should not be transmitted this way. Concerning the
health of a raped girl, Troubled
Teens, an organization created to
recognize and remedy emotional and psychological trauma in
youth, says that using abortion as
the solution to rape impregnation
is linked to “guilt, fear, anxiety,

and pain.” On their website, they
caution that “greater distress may
be experienced throughout and
following an abortion precisely
due to associations between both
experiences [rape and abortion].”
They state that many girls say
abortion did not help remove the
pain of having been raped but was
in many ways a similar or worse
experience.
Abortion doctors and activists
also manipulate the issue by using different terms under different circumstances. According to
MedHelp.org, the same doctors
who show an eager mother-to-be
her “baby” and point out “his/her
heartbeat” on an ultrasound will
use terms like “fetal tissue” or “the
product of conception” if it is unwanted. This is like a cheap salesman euphemizing draw-backs to
increase purchases. A blue Honda
Accord is still a blue Honda Accord whether or not you buy it.
Let me pose another metaphor.
If you were a parent, your young
son would rely on you, as Charles
Dickens writes, “for only everything.” However, you would not
call him a parasite. You would not
disown him if he became sick, or
prevent him from moving out into
the world because he might not
have the best opportunities. You
would nurture him, encourage
him, and watch him grow, live and
love. It is the same with an unborn
baby. It is not “your body”—unless
your heart usually beats in your
pelvic region; it is another life that
has formed inside of you (much
more than “a parasite with potential,” as Price refers to it) and it
deserves respect.
In conclusion, I believe the vast
majority of abortions are unnecessary and merely attempts to
alleviate the consequences of an
undesired situation. But the situation can be beautiful! The amount
of joy that can be experienced by
and because of a human life, even
a handicapped child, is limitless.
Give it a chance. There is no justification for killing an unborn
baby unless the mother’s life is
threatened. Concerning unwanted
pregnancy, I know it is not an easy
situation, but ending a life that’s
been started is not the answer.

Texting degrading to language skills

Hobey Tam
Staff Writer
With current innovations such as texting, individuals
can have conversations with other individuals at their
own pace. We are no longer required to communicate in
person anymore. Just send the other guy a text, and he’ll
know what’s happening whenever he gets to his phone.
Though convenient, one cannot deny that texting has
brought about the breakdown of the English language. In
other words, the texting vernacular is the antichrist to the
fluent waves of words that once were. Just because you
are sending a quick message doesn’t give you the right to
butcher human beings’ most prized possession, language.
The degradation of quality in communication has proliferated from Facebook to test scores in our young generations today. With the rate at which we’re going, texting
will reduce us all to sounding like a Purdue Graduate in
the near future.
The first and foremost error is knowing the difference
between “your” and “you’re.” Omitting the apostrophe is
not sinning per se; however not knowing the difference
between the two and using them interchangeably should
be punishable by eternal hellfire. How hard is it to know
the difference? The same goes for “their,” “there,” and
“they’re” AND “were” and “we’re.” I know they sound
alike – they are called homophones. That doesn’t mean
they are spelled the same. May God have pity on your soul
because future employers and the rest of society will not.
Sentence fluency, complexity, and variety have also
completely disappeared. Why? There are two reasons.
One, messages have been reduced to short phrases that

could be enumerated on a bulleted list. Two, punctuation
not help but laugh and have pity on their pathetic lives.
has completely been ignored and/or applied horrendousUnfortunately, this phenomenon has made its way onto
ly. Good God, you see how that comma does not have a
standardized tests. Studies indicate texting takes the esspace between the word and the comma? Same goes for
sence of writing from writing. Students are used to sendthe period. See, it’s actually easier to not have the space.
ing texts and when faced with a rhetorical or analytical
Stop sounding like a two-year-old and use actual sentencsituation in which technical writing is asked of them, they
es to convey your ideas like a real human being.
cannot perform due to the fact that their writing skills
If you are completely ignorant of punctuation all tohave been dulled to the point of stupidity.
gether, know that the sentences you
type have no meaning and it is assumed
that you do not know what punctuation is and you are trying to hide it.
Run-ons and mass paragraphs of text
without pause murder the little ethos
you have with your audience and make
you sound like some Hautian tripping
acid while high on meth.
The last point I would like to make
with texting is that it has lead to the
downfall of communication. It facilitates the lack of intellect, critical thinking, and flow of logic that humans
possess when communicating with
another human being. Some posts I
read on Facebook (Obama hate pages
being the gold mines) just make me
wonder if the person was on shrooms
when they were typing. Could someone really have the notion that these
http://www.ifc.com/
paragraphs would contain some type
Texting
too
much
leaves
students
with
bad
grammar,
leading to the destrucof argumentative purpose? You cantion of the English language as we know it.
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Oil disaster sparks alternative
power debate

Noel Spurgeon

Generator fodder
In light of the recent offshore
drilling disaster, the United
States government has once
again renewed the debate on alternative energy sources. Water,
wind, and nuclear power have
been experiencing significant
opposition from environmental
groups, so some lawmakers have
begun pushing a new, controversial energy source: human power.
“It’s a great idea,” said an insider who preferred to remain
anonymous. “It solves labor,
healthcare, and energy in one fell
swoop! What’s not to like?”
Our unidentified source went
on to explain that the main source

of power would be human-driven
turbines, resembling “giant hamster wheels”, each staffed by a
single worker. Food and water
would be provided throughout
the day using a state of the art
‘tubal delivery system’, eliminating the need for lunch breaks and
ensuring maximum efficiency.
Driving the turbines would serve
as a healthy form of exercise for
the workers, helping to battle the
American obesity epidemic without resorting to unpopular laws.
And how to get the workers on
board? Our source explains “I
don’t think it’ll be hard... most
people work in jobs like this all
the time. It’s just that the running in place thing is more literal
now.”

Top
“10”
Ten
Ways to keep your focus
through 10th week

Matt Melton

Mind like a Chinese finger trap
10. Uninstall ALL your video games. Mail the CDs and CD keys home
as a precaution.
9. Every time you use the Internet for non-educational purposes, use
Internet Explorer.
8. Turn doing homework into a drinking game!
7. Instruct your floor to lake you if you’re doing activities that are nonconstructive when they should be. The Flipside could also provide this
service if you don’t mind random strangers laking you…a lot…
6.Uninstall your StumbleUpon bar. Do it. NOW. Before you change
your mind. And don’t reinstall it!

This day...
hoven’s
			
1824: B9the e tsymphony

premieres in Vienna. It’s beautiful, it’s epic, it should be played
at full blast as you drive down
Wabash at three in the morning returning triumphantly from
your last-minute Taco Bell run.
On the other hand, it gets mercilessly butchered by three-yearold beginning pianists, and has
given us the most annoying commercial ever. Curse you, Starz.
CURSE YOU!

				

5. Think about all the companies formed by Rose alums. The ones that
have millions of dollars a year in revenue. $1 million = 1,123,595 tacos.
THINK OF THE POSSIBILITIES.
4. Tape notes to every surface in your room. When you’re forced to look
at them, you’ll be forced to study them... right?
3. Shackle yourself to your textbooks. All of them. Distracting frolicking is difficult with 30 pounds of knowledge strapped to your leg.
arturovasquez.wordpress.com

...in history

2. Only eat when you’re studying. The Pavlovian response will kick in
eventually...
1. Have your parents e-mail you a list of the chores that need to be done
at the house that you can do all summer for having bad grades. Post it
above your computer. And your bed. And as your desktop…

Wacky prof quotes
“I have morals. I kill people if
they’re a spy.”
— Dr. Sriram Mohan...
his philosophy is zen in its
simplicity, but terrifying
in its execution.
“Some grad students were
working late one night
on a penetration method.
They inserted the pentration rod without a casing
and got leakage.”
— Dr. Sutterer. Some
jokes just write themselves.
“There is no worksheet for
these videos, so I expect
you to fall asleep promptly.”
— Dr. Moorehead, who
understands that meaningful electrical activity
in the television and the
brain are mutually exclusive.
“For the love of all that is
holy, break it down!”
— Dr. Minster, chairman
of the emergency danceoff committee.
“I’m EDTA. I can do all
things!”
— Dr. Morris. OH GOD.
IT’S EVERYWHERE.
“I don’t think people in
Germany do the Chicken
Dance….”
— Dr. Michel. Then what
on earth do the drunk
people at weddings do?
The Electic slide is kind of
dangerous...
“You could be this good too if
you wrote the tests!”
— Dr. Morris. And if
I wrote the labs... and
the problem sets... and
the finals... let’s test this
hypothesis, shall we?
Rose professors are known
for saying wacky things,
so write them down and
send them in to flipside@
rose-hulman.edu

People in your project group
He hasn’t slept (much less
showered) in weeks, and is
probably the sole reason your
project will get finished on
time. You’ll give him great reviews, but they’ll be poor consolation for the heart attack
that will kill him before his
50th birthday.

The Slacker
He shows up an hour late (if
he shows at all),and works less
than your average congressman. But he’s not a bad guy,
which is why you’ll (mistakenly) give him a passable rating... and be kicking yourself
in the face when he’s in your
group again next quarter.

The Ditz

That one guy

She tries, she really does.
It’s just that her best is never good enough. Every few
minutes, you’ll question how
she got accepted, and wonder if she even knows what
she’s here for. On the bright
side, you’re now qualified
to write for Simple English
Wikipedia.

You think you might have
seen him outside of class that
one time at that one party, and
are pretty sure he doesn’t have
a last name. In fact, you’re
not sure if he even goes here.
Decent worker, but pray that
you never have to track him
down... you’d find him right
next to El Dorado.

The Overachiever

This is the Flipside disclaimer, where I absolve myself of all sins, present and future. Does this offend you? Good. All unattributed content was written by Noël Spurgeon. The stuff that appears on this page does not represent the opinions of the Rose Thorn,
Rose-Hulman, the people who wrote them, the people in the pictures, the font designers, the llama trainers, the llama stylists, and/or the llamas. You know that offer in the Top 10? It still stands. Seriously. I accept food, drink, or mafia protection as payment.

